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CHILD SEAT
BACK FACING THE ROAD 0 TO 13 KG
(GROUP 0+)
BABY SAFE +

Compulsory in all European countries for transporting children.
The choice of a car seat is dependent on the weight and height of the child.
NON-CONTRACTUAL PHOTO.

DESCRIPTION
The ROMER BABY SAFE + seat is designed for group 0+ (from birth to 13 kg).
It is used in the BACK FACING THE ROAD position by means of a seat belt or the ISOFIX mountings via a
base to be purchased separately.
Seat offering excellent protection for the child in the event of a frontal or lateral impact, as well as
excellent comfort on long journeys.
Instructions are supplied with the seat.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Seat approved in accordance with the
European regulation ECE R44-04 currently
in force.
Shell seat approved for children from 0 to 13
kg.
High sides and a deeper interior.
Supplied with adjustable canopy (sun visor),
headrest and seat reducer for newborns.
Ergonomic, 3-position adjustable handle.

5-point safety harness which is adjusted with a
single action.
Removable, machine washable cover.
This seat is two-tone grey coloured.
Weight: 3.9 kg.
Personalisation of the seat by the embroidering
of the PEUGEOT logo on the backrest.

SALES STATEMENTS
Increased safety in a side impact thanks to the higher side parts and the deeper shell.
Babies are better protected in a RÖMER BABY SAFE + which is used in the BACK FACING THE ROAD
position.
The seats marketed by the manufacturer are tested both statically and dynamically (crash tests).
Quality seat, very comfortable for newly-borns.
For comfort, the canopy (sun shield) is easy to fix. It protects the baby’s head from over-intense solar
radiation. Even fixed, it leaves more room to lay down and pick up the baby.
The padding under the head pad is very effective in soothing the sensitive backs of the very young.
Practicality of the quilted and fleecy cover, which can be removed and machine-washed.

Thanks to its adjustment in three different positions, the child seat accompanies baby in every situation:
before, during and after the journey.
Ergonomic, adjustable 3-position handle, no tilt, no swinging as the handle provides a stable position.
In the car, it is installed in the back facing the road position, in the front or back of the vehicle
using a 3-point seat belt or an ISOFIX base.
The manufacturer’s logo provides a touch of elegance.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
16088474 80 : ISOFIX BASE, REAR-FACING FOR BABY SAFE+ CHILD SEATS

